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Abstract – Data for Good has receive increasing interest from academia and civil society. Many initiatives have been

created with the goal of use data to solve humanitarian and global issues. A lot has been done but a lot needs to be done.

In this paper a design of a marketplace for data for good is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing interest in Data for Good in

the recent years. The application of Data Science and data

modelling techniques to solve real world problems with

societal impact present itself as an attractive ield and is

open for innovation.

Data for Good is an open space for collaboration among

different actors such as the social sector, the civil soci-

ety, government, academia, and private sector. It takes at

heart, our societal and global issues, and creates tangible

applications of knowledge and science by its practition-

ers.

Wewill argued in this paper that the development of Data

for Good is been good, it has a steady development, but

is still not enough. It requires of a wider community of

practitioners to make it sustainable and it requires better

integration between technologies and parties.

A digital marketplace is suggested as a solution to these

problems and a design is outlined to be used as a rogue

guideline to build a needed tool for data for good.

2. HOW DATA SCIENCE IS APPLIED FOR

GOOD?

There are different opportunities to work in Data for

Good. From approaching to an organisation in the social

sector and asking them toworkwith them in their data is-

sues, to participate in weekend-long or week-long events

where a handful of nonpro its are invited to participate

and present their data challenges. The latter is the most

common instance to practice data for good.

DataKind [1], DrivenData [2], the Data Study Groups [3]

at the Alan Turing Institute, the University of Chicago’s

Data for Social Good programme [4] and a number of

other institutions have done and are still doing a great job

in the data for good ield organising events where people

can interact with data for good problems and institutions.

People attending these events decide what problem they

would like to work until the end of the event, when ind-

ings and results are shared and presented.

This type of work has been proven successful and there

is an increasing demand to participate in these type of

events. Nonpro its and social organisations receive a

number of new insights and information when they par-

ticipate that makes the event a success. These opportuni-

ties exists and are a good opportunity to put data skills at

the service of society pro bono.

Although, this model has proven to be effective has some

limitations such as the physical presence of the partici-

pants, also that the work must be completed during the

duration of the event. Sometimes further collaboration is

encourage after the event but this is a rare case.

Data forGoodprojects are nodifferent fromstandarddata

science projects. The ”for Good” is given when the out-

come of the project is intended to improves people’s lives

or to improve the state of the world.

In a data for good projects there are usually four compo-

nents to consider: 1) Data Processing, 2) Data Analysis,

3) Data Storage, and 4) Data Privacy. Each one of these

components has its speci ic challenges and this paper in-

tends to give some lights in the design of a system that is

designed for data for good from its conception. In Section

5 this will be covered.

3. THE PROBLEM

The work so far in Data for Good has been done project-

wise. Organisations from the social sector connect with

data volunteers through events organised in cities.

The data for good events have a duration of one to ive

daysmost of them, with the exception of the competitions

that last for several weekswith onewinner in the end; the

data for social good summer programmeof the University

of Chicago that last for three months.

The limited number of participants, the limited number

of organisations participating, and the duration of the

events add some constraints to the scope of what can be

done in Data for Good events. This calls for a more scal-

able solution to allowmore people to get involved and get
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in contact with causes and institutions for good. That is

why amarketplace platform is suggested as a sound solu-

tion.

We are trying to expand the opportunities to collaborate

with good causes and explore the opportunities for col-

laboration with nonpro its in data science projects.

The design of a digital marketplace, or simply market-

place further on, is a sound solution to overcome the lim-

itations of attending events in person and to grow and

scale the participation of interested people in collaborat-

ing in good causes.

This paper presents the design of a system that intends to

scale the good work around Data for Good. The momen-

tum that data for good events have built allow to suggest

a new type of platform to scale and allow to start collabo-

ration in projects at anytime and from anywhere.

3.1 Motivation

In the data science community there is an increasing

interest in collaborate and participate in data for good

projects [5]. Unfortunately there are scarce opportuni-

ties until now and the entrance barriers are high for peo-

ple interested in participate. They need to be available at

speci ic dates to participate in one of the events organised

in their local communities, and second there is a miscon-

ception in the interestedpeople that it is required to know

about the domain of the problembefore handwhich is de-

sirable but not mandatory. Also the work in the project is

most of the time restricted to the duration of the event.

This physical presence requirement can be avoided and

projects could start at anymoment in time, not necessary

just for the events, also the participation of people can be

scaled to anyone with internet access.

We believe that amarketplace is a sound solution to these

problems and that it will trigger the participation of a

broader community in data for good projects.

The identi ied problems are the lack of communication

and instances to connect among data scientists and social

sector. Start developing new projects and engage in col-

laborations and projects. This problem is intended to be

solved with the design of a Marketplace to connect data

scientists and organisations and institutions working for

the commongood. Thedesign is presented to anyonewho

would like to implement it or help in the implementation

of it.

A marketplace can be used for collaboration among

academia, social sector and civil society is proposed. The

system has a highly modular architecture with separated

components that are designed to not interfere between

them. This allows a greater number of data volunteers to

join the Data for Good spirit and collaborate with the in-

stitutions that matter the most to them and to apply their

knowledge and learn in the process.

There are many data sharing platforms. We can ind

from Open Data portals to websites where one can buy

datasets. There are alsomany alternatives of data science

environments with collaborative features and team man-

agement. We can also ind data processing platforms in

cloud providers easy to use and to deploy solutions and

projects. We can ind freelancing websites with project

and tasks description for data scientists. We can ind all

these platforms in an indenpent way, what is missing is a

systemable to integrate them for good, to be used forData

for Good.

We believe that systems like to one it is presented in this

paperwould help to achieve the UN 17 Sustainable Devel-

opment Goals [6] de ined by the United Nations in 2015

by 2030.

An open space for collaboration rather than competition

is required. This paper presents the design of a Market-

place for Data for Good.

4. DIGITAL MARKETPLACES FOR GOOD

Not a single but several marketplaces are required. There

are no restriction in their construction but should allow

integration and easy ways to migrate projects and pro-

iles between them. This integration requisite is key to

ensure a broader participation. Think of this like Amazon

and EBay would allow you to publish your product from

platform to the other in a single click. That is expected in

the Data for Good ecosystemwhere the ultimate goal is to

improves people’s lives.

When we talk about a marketplace we are referring to

the front-end platform but the system it made by multi-

ple components.

1. Amarketplace. Organisations in the social sector can

create pro iles and people from the civil society and

academia can also have their pro iles. The products

that organisations create in the platform are data

challenges, where they specify the knowledge do-

main they have, the challenges they have arounddata

analysis, and a description of the data they have been

collecting. The datasets are not public by default but

onlywhen an organisation agrees toworkwith a dig-

ital volunteer.

2. A collaborative data science environment. Providing

the right tools to digital volunteers to collaborate and

write the code, processes, and pipelines to analyse

the datasets provided. It has to be a collaborative

environment to allow integration between collabo-

rators, peer reviewed code checking, comments and

suggestions on the code, creation of wikis or similar

to explain the project is about and communicate re-

sults. Several environments can be offered to start a

newproject and the volunteer can choose from them.

The environment should provide means of integra-

tion with other platforms. Should allow to export or

import code and to connect with other collaborative

environments.
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3. A data sharing platform. To upload and store the

datasets for the projects. Data should be stored and

shared in a secure way in the system. The data shar-

ing platform also should provide integration with

other data sharing platforms. Open data should be

treated as irst-class citizen in the platform to access,

consume, and publish it.

4. Data storage instractructure. To connect with the

data sharing platform and to store the logs of the sys-

tem. All the collected of traf ic and usage of the plat-

form is open data by default. The datasets of the or-

ganisations have restricted access with high levels of

control to the users. Noti ications and report usage

should be available for the users.

5. Adataprocessingplatform. Infrastructure toprocess

the analysis should be separated and modular. Mul-

tiple options should be offered and also the chance

to process the project somewhere else and connect

with the results once they are completed. This layer

is also responsible to implement themonitoring pro-

cesses of the system.

4.1 The Process

In the marketplace we want to connect data scientists

with the third sector. Organisations can submit their

challenges and datasets, and data scientists can search

and reach those organisations working on the causes that

matters the most to the them, and help them to analyse

their data.

On of the main targets are organisations without access

to data scientists or data analysis projects. But everyone

is welcomed and we think this has potential to be used

in academia as a coordinating tool in research groups

around data for good projects.

The process:

• An NGO registers in the marketplace. Filling their

pro ile will give people looking for projects a clear

understanding of the causes and work they are do-

ing. Organisations then can submit a challenge re-

quest which is open to anyonewhowould like to join

and work with them. They ill a form trying to col-

lect as many information as possible to match it with

data potential data scientists.

• Data volunteers sign up to the website at any time

from everywhere. They ill a form indicating the

causes they care about, their skills and their aspira-

tions. The platform then offers a matching service.

• Both parties can request meetings which are per-

formed in person whenever is possible or through a

video call. Once both parties agree to connect they

start conversations. If both parties agree to start a

project, the volunteer will have access to the avail-

able data facilitated by the organisation.

• The volunteer starts planning, de ining milestones,

and a timeline for the the project. After a revision

and agreement the project starts with touch-points

de ined.

Collaboration is key so the data volunteerwill have amen-

tor who will lead and solve doubts about the analysis, the

project, tools, etc. There will be up to two peers checking

andmaking comments about the work is being done. The

work can happen in collaborative environmentwith note-

books or in a git repository for the project. A template of

guideline analysis can be created from the results of the

project and make available to the rest of the users of the

platform.

4.2 Why a Marketplace

A Marketplace for Data for Good will allow nonpro it

and social sector organisations to publish their data chal-

lenges. The system includes a data storage layer allow-

ing the users to upload and import their datasets with se-

curity measures and restricted access to non authorised

users. They will control the access to their datasets and

contact information.

The system includes a collaborative data science environ-

ment allowing the data volunteers to start their collabo-

ration from the system or to connect with their favourite

data science environment. Integration between systems

is key allowing to work in the preferred languages and li-

braries.

A marketplace will allow to connect data volunteers

searching for projects to collaborate with. Organisations

in the social sector can upload their work and datasets

allowing to digital volunteers to access the summary of

their projects. To collaborate an extra step will be neces-

sary and that is an request of collaboration between them,

after a meeting or an statement letter. Once both agree

upon thework to bedone, then the organisationwill grant

access to the necessary datasets for the problem at hand.

A marketplace is necessary to coordinate efforts among

interested parties. It can be used as a mean of informa-

tion exchange of available resources and challenges in so-

cial and data science. Amarketplacewould allow to group

users by communities giving them visibility of the work

their peers are doing and following thework other people

in their communities are doing. The data collected from

the usage of the system can also help to understand how

the efforts are deployed and what needs to be done in the

future.

A marketplace idea can be used in academia for example.

A research group can collect a series of potential data for

good projects and put them in themarketplace. Then visi-

bility and coordination can bemanaged through the mar-
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ketplace as it is where all can meet discuss and ask about

the projects.

All the transactions includingweb searches, data process-

ing, data accesses, etc. will be logged and stored in the

platform. These logs and data will be available to as open

data. Accountability and scrutiny should be part of the

design of the platform.

The goal of a marketplace is twofold: to make digital

volunteering scalable allowing organisations and digital

volunteers to join at any time and start collaborations

from anywhere, and also to provide the right tools and re-

sources to make sure that the application of data science

is been done.

In summary, to facilitate collaboration among practition-

ers, researchers, social workers, and civil society in gen-

eral. And allowing institutions to reach out skilled data

people to collaborate with them.

4.3 Bene its of a Marketplace

The aim is to have a fully transparent system. Open source

software should be used whenever is possible granting

accountability, making possible to review the code and

understand what is been done.

Giving access to the logs and usage of the platform will

help to understand successful projects and replicate or

recommend actions to new projects and users.

The data processing and modelling can be published as

open source code building up a knowledge repository of

past experiments and analysis. The code could be reused

with proper rights and recognition.

Amarketplace allows collaboration from anywhere in the

world and is not limited to speci ic locationswhere events

are held. Collaboration in data for good can be an ongoing

process and not limited to the occurrence of data for good

events.

Interaction betweenpeople in the data for goodworld has

not reached an optimum. They are still connecting and

meeting at data for good events around the world. There

is a low level of interaction and integration between the

multiple groups working in data for good and the third

sector or social sector is still apart from the data experts

that want to give some of their times to contribute to the

causes of nonpro its and responsible enterprises.

5. ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

The system is composed bymultiple components. It is de-

signed as highlymodular and planned to interface and in-

tegrate with other platforms that data scientists and data

engineers would require to use in the future.

Data privacy should be considered from the beginning [7].

Giving for example options to share or not the collected

data about the projects the users areworking on. The sys-

tem should be explicit onwhat data is collecting andwhat

is its purpose and gives control to the user on the per-

sonal data. Personally identi iable information shouldn’t

be stored in the system but in exceptional cases. All the

collected data from the system usage should be open data

by default unless there organisations or data volunteers

have an issue with it and in those cases the options will

be in place to limit the access to the published data.

The system can be thought in terms of independent layers

providing speci ic services. Integration with other sys-

tems and layers is at the core of the designing principles

which are:

1. Provide a collaborative data science environment.

2. Provide storage capacity or integration to the neces-

sary datasets.

3. Provide a way to connect and visualise the data chal-

lenges in the system.

4. Provide a simple way start working in a project after

a successful conversation with the organisation that

publishes the data challenge.

Design criteria for the system:

• The system provides a marketplace to connect or-

ganisations and digital volunteers. They can start

working on projects from inside the platform. Hav-

ing access to a secure data storage and using a col-

laborative data science environment. The system

should integrate forward and backward with useful

technologies and platforms. The system shouldn’t

cause at any time a lock-in in the platform.

• The components of the systems are. A data storage

layer where data can be stored or referenced. A col-

laborative data science environment, where data vol-

unteers can work, write code, link to their projects,

learn and contribute to the system. And inally an

e-commerce platform to publish ”data challenges”

where in this case the products are ”data challenges”

and the vendors are NGOs and third sector institu-

tions that can publish their problems around data.

Data volunteers can search offer their help to the in-

stitutions that matter to them the most.

• The data storage layer should be distributed and

fault-tolerant. The system should be designed for

multiple small datasets and with the capability of

handling big datasets eventually. A fast format ile

should be use to store the data.

• The storage layer should provide a good perfor-

mance for analysis. A column oriented format such

as Apache Parquet in Apache Hadoop would make a

good choice.

• The data analysis layer should provide a collabora-

tivedata science environments or a selectionof them.

Also, the possibility to connect with a preferred data

science tool. Integration with other data science en-

vironments is a concern for the success of the system.
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• The data processing layer should provide the neces-

sary infrastructure to compute the analysis designed

in the previous layer. The system should allow to

connect to multiple cloud providers to send the pro-

cessing there or using a standard internal resources

provided for the projects.

• Data Privacy should be incorporate privacy as a non

functional requirement [7] of the system. Policies in

all layers should be in place to design the system.

• The system should provide resource allocation, se-

curity, and tools to publish projects and data chal-

lenges, as well as tools to work in data science

projects.

• The system is not designed yet to handle highly sen-

sitive data and information. Highly sensitive data

projects should be managed in a different environ-

ment with higher security policies.

• The system should be designed to store and share

common datasets to facilitate data exchange be-

tween volunteers and organisations.

5.1 Collaboration & Education

Collaboration is key to enable a good ecosystemof helpers

helping the people working in the causes. It is important

to connect themandprovide the right data science tools to

solve the problems that charities and nonpro its present.

Education should be an important part of the system. A

mentoring scheme should be put in place to start accept-

ing digital volunteers. So not only experienced people

can collaborate but neophytes in data science with the

aim of learning and collaborate. The platform will en-

courage the use of open source software and open sourc-

ing of the analysis. Analysis templates code can be pub-

lished and reused so new projects doesn’t necessary to

start from zero, they can be based or reuse code from a

similar project or cause and adapt it for their own pur-

poses.

The recommendation in collaborative work is that

projects should be handled by one data volunteer hav-

ing two peers that can review and check the code and

analysis that is been produced. A mentor is meant to

be assigned to guide and make recommendations from

experience in data science.

Amentoring scheme is recommended for the system. Sea-

soned data scientists could lead from experience to the

new data volunteers into the application of data science

techniques to speci ic problems.

6. CONCLUSION

The design of a system to scale digital volunteering is pre-

sented. A marketplace to connect data volunteers with

nonpro its and organisations working in the social and

third sector. This would help to grow the number of

data volunteers helping organisations with data science

projects.

The idea of building a system with a marketplace to con-

nect data scientists with organisations in the social sector

was discussed.

The architecture and design criteria for the system was

presented for anyone to build it upon these ideas. The de-

signed system provides the necessary resources to start

collaboration projects between data experts and organi-

sations requiring them. The system provides then a data

storage for the datasets of the organisations and a collab-

orative data science environment.

I’m currently working in the implementation of this sys-

tem. If you want to collaborate please contact me.
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